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Bridges Recycling Yard Share Offer 

 

 

 

 

Invest in clean, green renewable solar energy for your 

community – for the future 
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Letter from the REPOWERBalcombe Board 

Dear Potential Investor, 

Thank you for your interest in investing in REPOWERBalcombe's fourth Share Offer.  In 2015 

REPOWERBalcombe installed 45kWp of Solar Photovoltaics (PV), at Grange Farm, and later in 2015 a 

second share offer raised funds for Turners Hill School and Balcombe School. We then went on to install 

100 kWp of Solar PV at Crawley Down and Imberhorne Schools through a third share offer and used our 

community fund to pay for a sixth installation of 20kWp at Cuckfield Holy Trinity C.E (A) Primary School. 

These systems have been operating well since installation and we have been pleased to work with these 

schools who are at the heart of their communities and to provide an educational opportunity to the pupils. 

Building on these successes, we are pleased to launch this our fourth Share Offer. In March 2020, just 

before lockdown was introduced, we installed two systems of 21.4kWp in total (16.6kWp and 4.8kWp) at 

G.W & G Bridges Ltd, Pease Pottage. Although the systems were installed in March, lockdown prevented 

access to site for commissioning. The systems were finally switched on at the end of May and are operating 

well. 

The installation of the Bridges’ systems was temporarily paid for using the REPOWERBalcombe community 

fund. However, we now wish to use this community fund money on other projects and so we are excited 

to launch this new Share Offer in order to recover those funds. This will give an opportunity for new 

Members to join the Co-operative. Investing in this Share Offer will enable you to: 

1. Support a local business financially and promote renewable, sustainable energy usage. 

2. Generate renewable energy, helping tackle energy security. 

3. Support sustainable development within our community. 

4. Fund the installation of solar PV panels at the Bridges site.  

5. Reduce carbon emissions and create a blueprint for sustainable electricity generation in other 

communities. 

6. Receive a fair return on your investment, anticipated to be 5%. 

This share offer will close when fully subscribed or on 04 December 2020 (although the Directors may 

choose to extend the date). An application form with details of how to invest is attached at the end of this 

Share Offer Document.  

Please read this entire document and consider the risks, before investing. If you have any questions about 

REPOWERBalcombe please contact us on info@repowerbalcombe.com. 

We hope you will join us in this exciting opportunity to invest to repower our community. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Thomas Parker (Chairman) and the rest of the REPOWERBalcombe Board 

mailto:hello@repowerbalcombe.com
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Anticipated Financial Offer and Timetable 

The Board expects the Share Offer to remain open until 04 December (but will close it early if the maximum 

capital is raised, or extend the period if necessary).  
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Summary

Purpose of this summary 
This summary provides an overview of the offer. 

It conveys the essential characteristics of and 

risks associated with investing in 

REPOWERBalcombe. Any decision to invest in the 

Share Offer should be based on consideration of 

the Share Offer Document as a whole. 

The purpose of this share offer 
REPOWERBalcombe is holding this Share Offer to 

raise £29,140.  This covers the total cost of the 

solar PV panels already installed at the Bridges 

site at Pease Pottage, £21,395. 

REPOWERBalcombe temporarily used its own 

available funds but now wishes to replace these 

funds with investment from new and existing 

Members. 

Whilst in the process of preparing this share offer 

one of our existing members has requested to 

withdraw some their investment due to a change 

of circumstances. The Board has agreed to this as 

the timing of this Share Offer will allow us to 

simply replace these funds and hence give an 

opportunity for new Members to join. This means 

we are seeking to raise a further £7,745. Hence 

the total of £29,140    

The Solar Panels will generate renewable 

electricity and the Co-operative will receive 

income from: 

a. The sale of electricity to the Bridges site. 
b. The Feed -in tariff (FIT) a 20-year inflation 

-protected price legally required by the 
government to be paid by the electricity 
industry to the Co-operative. 

c. An export tariff from the sale of 
electricity to the grid. 

 
If the Co-operative raises more than the Share 

Offer total then some investments will be scaled 
back and that capital returned to members. This 
will be at the discretion of the Board. The Board 
anticipates the share offer is likely to be over 
subscribed. 

Investor returns – interest and 

return of capital invested 
Investors in the Co-operative will receive a return 

on their investment - anticipated to be 5% per 

annum. 

Your investment is in the Co-operative as a whole 

and will sit alongside investments made by 

members in our previous share offers. 

You will receive returns based on our income (less 

costs) from all seven Solar PV installations. Our 

first six installations are performing well and there 

is more information in this share offer document 

regarding our financial history and current 

position.  Modelling of the performance of the 

new Solar PV installations shows that it will 

provide a return on investment in-line with that 

of our other systems and support our target to 

pay all our members interest of 5% per annum on 

their investments.  

Co-operative members do not have the right to 

withdraw share capital but the Board has the 

power to permit its shares to be withdrawn. The 

Co-operative will aim to start repaying capital to 

Members investing in this Share Offer after 3 

years. The Board intends to return 15% of capital 

in year 3 and then 5% of capital in each of the 

subsequent years until all the capital is repaid. 

The return of capital is not guaranteed and is 

solely at the discretion of the Board.  We 

anticipate that Members who wish to redeem 

their shares will be given priority, and otherwise 

shares will be redeemed in proportion to 
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Members’ shareholdings. All redemptions are 

anticipated to be at the par value of £1.  

The effect of returning capital in this way is to 

increase the return for the community fund and 

the security of return for long term shareholders 

on their capital that remains invested in the Co-

operative and to return all capital by the 20th 

anniversary of each share issue. 

Investing for children and 

grandchildren 
As a long-term investment that can span the 

generations, parents and grandparents can invest 

in the Co-operative now for their children and 

grandchildren; or can invest on their own behalf 

now and give their investment to their children 

and grandchildren in their wills. 

Is the government still supporting 

solar installations?  

The business model for our co-operative is based 

on Feed-in tariffs - a government scheme that 

gives homeowners, businesses, schools and 

organisations payments for installing and 

generating their own clean energy. The Feed-in 

tariff scheme was due to end on 31st March 2020 

but due to the challenges brought by the 

Coronavirus, the Government announced an 

extension to the end of September 2020. The 

systems at the Bridges were commissioned on 

28th May 2020 and so should receive the Feed-in 

tariff for the next 20 years. There is current a long 

delay with Ofgem, which administers the scheme, 

so we are still waiting final confirmation of the 

Feed -in tariff payments.  

Other investment considerations 

– making a difference in our 

community 
Investing in REPOWERBalcombe will not only 

provide a reasonable return, but is also an ethical 

and environmental investment. The Co-operative 

enables investors to make a real contribution to 

the development of renewable energy in their 

community and to the UK’s response to climate 

change and energy security, while supporting 

local schools financially and in their educational, 

sustainability and community work. 

The Co-operative allocates a proportion of its 

income to its community fund which will be used 

to support energy efficiency projects and 

awareness of environmental issues, both within 

the schools that are hosting our solar installations 

and in the wider community. 

Directors, their investment in the 

Co-operative and key suppliers 
The Directors of REPOWERBalcombe are 

committed to the success of the Co-operative’s 

business, the ethos it represents, the ability of a 

community to make a difference by their own 

actions and the financial, environmental, 

educational and community returns it delivers. 

They are currently unpaid for their work, but 

together with their partners and children hold 

shares in the Co-operative on the same terms as 

other members.  

The Board is experienced, and includes skills in 

development and running of community owned 

energy assets and legal and technical skills.  

The Co-operative is working with Energy4All to 

run this share offer and will be contracting with 

them to provide on-going administrative support 

over the 20-25-year life span of the installations.  
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Co-operatives supported by Energy4All have 

raised over £86 million since 2002. 

How to Invest 
An application form, with details of how to invest, 

is attached at the end of this Share Offer 

document.  

The minimum investment is £250 and the 

maximum shareholding permitted by law is 

£100,000. We are limiting investment through 

this share offer to £5,000 in order to encourage 

wider new investment. The aim of this offer is to 

welcome as many new Members as possible, 

Therefore, the board may decide to reduce this 

maximum amount if the Share Offer is 

oversubscribed.  

Risks 
All investment and commercial activities carry 

risk. Anyone buying shares in the Co-operative is 

at risk of losing some or all of the money invested 

and there is no guarantee that you will receive 

any return on your investment.  The shares are 

not covered by the Financial Services 

Compensation Scheme or the Financial 

Ombudsman Service.  Accordingly, the money 

you pay for shares is not safeguarded by any 

deposit protection scheme or dispute resolution 

scheme.  Investors should take appropriate advice 

and make their own risk assessment whilst also 

bearing in mind the financial, social and 

environmental aspects of investing in 

REPOWERBalcombe. Your attention is drawn to 

the risks identified on pages 8-10. In particular, 

you should appreciate; 

a) Shares in the Co-operative are not 
transferable so you will not be able to sell 
them, although the board of the Co-op can 
permit Shares to be withdrawn. 

b) The principal source of income of 
REPOWERBalcombe is from the Feed-in tariff, 

and the Co-operative’s profitability is 
dependent on the Feed–in tariff continuing to 
be paid in accordance with current legal 
regulations and future governments 
honouring this obligation. 

c) Descriptions of possible returns are illustrative 
only and necessarily based on informed 
assessments relating to variable, changeable 
and uncertain factors. 

REPOWERBalcombe and co-

operatives 
REPOWERBalcombe is a co-operative formed 

under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act 

1965 (number 32268 R). As such it is owned by 

and managed for the benefit of its members, who 

are protected by limited liability status. Its 

constitution is in the form of rules approved by 

and registered with the Financial Conduct 

Authority. 

As a co-operative, REPOWERBalcombe is 

committed to high ethical standards and by the 

values of co-operation and democracy as well as 

a commercial ethos.   

Constitutionally, key characteristics of 

REPOWERBalcombe are: a Member must have 

the minimum number of shares (250); there is a 

single class of shares with a nominal value of £1; 

all Members have one vote regardless of how 

many shares they hold; no Member, except 

another Industrial and Provident Society, may 

hold more than £100,000 of shares; the Board is 

elected by the Members; only Members are 

eligible to serve on the Board; shares are 

transferable only on death and are not tradable; 

at the discretion of the Board shares can be 

withdrawn by Members at the price paid for them 

and the Board may require shares to be 

withdrawn at that price as part of a return of 

capital to all Members in proportion to their 

shareholding.
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Risk Factors 

All commercial activities and investments carry 

risk and potential members should take 

appropriate advice and make their own risk 

assessment whilst bearing in mind the wider 

social, educational and environmental benefits 

the Co-op will deliver. Taking up Shares in a 

trading business is not a loan or deposit. Your 

capital is at risk. Holding Shares is a long-term 

proposition for up to the life of the Project (which 

is 21 years) with capital repaid during that period; 

and although arrangements have been made to 

enable early repayment your Shares may not be 

readily realisable. In addition to the specific risks 

of a social enterprise which has only been trading 

since 2015 and which is undertaking 

development and construction, other risks 

include:  

General Risks 

Investing in shares is not the same as investing 

money in a bank account as your capital is at risk 

and you could lose up to, but not more than, your 

entire investment. An investment in the shares is 

not covered by the Financial Services 

Compensation scheme or the Financial 

Ombudsman service, so the money you pay for 

shares is not safeguarded by any deposit 

protection scheme or dispute resolution scheme. 

There is no guarantee that you will receive any 

return on your investment.  

Your Shares will not be tradable. Your Shares can 

be withdrawn (i.e. redeemed by the Co-op for the 

price paid for them – in this case £1 each) in 

accordance with the Rules but may not be 

withdrawable at short notice or when you wish to 

do so. If the Co-op lacks sufficient cash to enable 

shares to be withdrawn when desired, 

withdrawal may be delayed or not possible. 

Investment in the shares should be seen as a 

long-term proposition. 

Shares in REPOWERBalcombe are not regulated 

investments for the purposes of the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) and 

therefore you do not have the protection 

provided by that Act. This Share Offer is exempt 

from regulation under that Act and regulations 

made under it. This Share Offer does not need 

approval and has not been approved by an 

approved person under that Act. This share offer 

is not regulated by the Prospectus Regulations 

2005 (as amended), which do not apply because 

there is a specific exemption for the type of 

fundraising being offered in this Offer Document 

(non-transferable shares). 

The value of your Shares and income from them 

can fluctuate and you may not get back the 

amount you invested. Investment in smaller 

unquoted businesses is likely to involve a higher 

degree of risk than investment in larger 

companies and those traded on the stock 

exchange. 

Changes to rules governing Industrial and 

Provident Societies (IPS), now referred to in 

legislation as “registered societies”, may make it 

more challenging for the Co-operative to operate. 

Restrictions and other legislation arising in 

response to the Coronavirus pandemic and direct 

impact of the virus may prevent the Co-operative 

from carrying on its business as expected and 

reduce income. This may reduce the share 

interest paid to Members.   
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Renewable Energy Industry risks 

Changes in legislation and regulation, especially 

to the value or availability of the Feed-in tariff and 

regulations relating to the charging and supply of 

electricity, may affect the Co-op’s income or make 

its offer to schools less appealing.  

Weather patterns, electricity prices and business 

costs can fluctuate. 

New inventions and developments may render 

existing technologies and equipment obsolete. 

Generation from new sites is based on 

projections using established data sources which 

may not prove accurate. 

Unexpected maintenance costs in excess of 

budget provision can arise.  

Unexpected difficulties or delays can arise in 

construction which if long enough could lead to 

an inability to claim the Feed-in tariff for that 

installation. The system at the Bridges was 

installed and commissioned within the extended 

Feed-in tariff timeframe. Although confirmation 

by Ofgem has not yet been received, it is 

expected that the electricity generated at the 

Bridges site will qualify to receive the Feed-in 

tariff.  

Although Solar Panel installations are extremely 

reliable, electrical or other failure can interrupt 

the generation of electricity or the distribution 

network and lead to unexpected costs and 

interruptions of generation. Manufacturers’ 

warranties and guarantees offer some protection 

but do not normally cover all the costs. The Solar 

Panels are insured against loss and damage from 

fire, flood, theft and vandalism. 

Income from exported electricity is difficult to 

claim under present regulations and budgeted 

income from that source (which is modest as a 

proportion of the Co-op’s entire projected 

income) may not be achieved. 

Risks specific to this Offer and to 

REPOWERBalcombe Co-operative 

The target share interest payments are not 

guaranteed and may not be achieved.  

Equipment to be purchased by the Co-op will be 

supported by guarantees from companies 

believed to be financially robust, but equipment 

suppliers, contractors or other contracting parties 

with the Co-op could fail to meet their 

obligations. 

The electricity being generated by the panels is 

being sold to the owners/occupiers of the Host 

buildings including the Bridges Yard and local 

schools and the income of the Co-op depends on 

those parties honouring their obligations to the 

Co-op and continuing to have a demand for 

electricity from the solar panels. 

On about the 20th anniversary of their 

commissioning the solar panels will transfer to 

the relevant Host without payment. That host will 

take over any liability relating to the subsequent 

repair or removal of the panels and will benefit 

from the electricity generated after then.  

Legislation and regulations relating to the ability 

of the Host buildings to contract with the Co-op 

may change and adversely affect the Co-op. 

Hosts may decide to dispose of or sell any of the 

buildings on which solar panels are located or to 

use them in such a way that the panels need to 

be removed. If that happens, the Host may seek 

to transfer the contract with the Co-op to the 

successor to those buildings, or will pay the Co-

op the depreciated value of the solar panels at 

the time of disposal plus a premium and the Host 

will then withdraw from the project. 
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The financial projections incorporated in this 

offer Document are based on financial modelling 

incorporating a range of variable, changeable and 

uncertain factors, having due regard to historic 

evidence and the experience gained by the 

Board, Energy4all and Joju Solar. They include 

estimates of hours of sunshine, operational costs, 

the reliability of the equipment installed and 

replacement and repair costs. The potential 

impact on income of the Coronavirus pandemic 

and associated restrictions have not been taken 

into account in the financial projections. While 

every effort has been made to present an 

accurate forecast of the financial returns, this is 

no guarantee of the actual return received by 

members which could be less than projected. 
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Our new installation  

The purpose of this Share Offer is to raise capital 

for REPOWERBalcombe to cover the cost of the 

Solar PV systems already installed and operating 

at G.W & G Bridges Ltd, Pease Pottage.  

We have installed two separate systems at the 

recycling yard, one on an East facing array of 

16.56kWp on the main entrance building which 

supplies the Northern end of the site including 

the offices. The other is a South facing array of 

4.83kWp at the Southern end of the yard with a 

high electricity demand.  

The Bridges Yard is used to recycle cars and is a 

well-established local business.  The Solar PV will 

help reduce the site’s electricity costs particularly 

in the long term as they are paying the Co-

operative a fixed price for electricity. The Co-op 

has also worked with the business to help reduce 

their electricity bills as they are in an area with 

grid restrictions.  We continue to work with 

Bridges and hope to do further projects with 

them.  

 

Legal, Planning and Financial 

agreements  

The electricity generated will benefit from a 20-

year inflation protected price legally required to 

be paid by the electricity industry to the Co-

operative under government regulations known 

as the Feed-in tariff. The Co-operative will receive 

income from the Feed-in tariff and from the 

schools and business that host the Co-op's solar 

panels  

The Bridges Yard site is purchasing the electricity 

generated by the panels on their roof at 10 pence 

per kWh.   

The Solar PV panels are insured against loss or 

damage by Bridges. The Co-operative has public 

liability insurance but is not insured against any 

loss of income if the panels are damaged and the 

electricity they generate is interrupted. 

The Solar PV installations fall under permitted 

development, so did not require planning 

permission. The Co-operative has obtained 

permission from the national grid for the 

installation. The Co-operative has undertaken 

electrical and structural surveys before installing 

the panels. The roofs on which the panels are 

installed are not anticipated to require repair at 

least for several years. Output from the panels 

will be monitored to identify any unexpected 

drop in performance so that checks and any 

necessary maintenance can be undertaken.  
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The Team behind REPOWERBalcombe 

The Co-operative’s Directors 
 

Tom Parker   Lives in 

Storrington, West 

Sussex having recently 

moved from Turners 

Hill where he worked 

for 27 years as a Head 

Gardener in a private 

garden. He has been 

involved as a volunteer with renewable energy 

projects for over 20 years.  As a governor at 

Turners Hill School Tom has been responsible for 

a number of environmental initiatives including 

solar power, wind turbines, air source heat 

pumps, rainwater harvesting, LED lighting and 

more. Tom helped initiate the project to power 

our railways with solar PV.  He is also a director of 

the Springbok Sustainable Wood Heat Co-

operative. 

 

 

Julian Wilson A 

Brightonian by birth, 

Julian has always lived 

in Sussex and 

embraces the diverse  

qualities of both 

counties. Julian and his 

wife, Eleri, have lived in 

Balcombe since 2010. Since 2016 Julian has been 

a director of REPOWERBalcombe and has 

provided legal advice and support since 2015. 

Having a keen interest in the automotive industry 

and also a supporter of clean renewable energy 

technologies Julian is excited by the gradual move 

to non fossil fuelled vehicles and disruptors in the 

market such as Tesla. Julian practices in London 

as a qualified solicitor, Notary Public and 

commercial mediator. He has lectured at the 

University of Sussex; is on the register of visiting 

lecturers for the University of Law and is on the 

EU Audiovisual Observatory’s UK editorial panel. 

He is also a member of the Writers’ Guild of Great 

Britain. Since late 2017 Julian has provided legal 

advice to Community Energy South. Also, since 

2017 Julian has edited the ITN 1955 Club 

newsletter. 
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Anthony Woolhouse 

is passionate about 

living a sustainable 

life. He lives in an eco-

house, drives electric 

cars and invests in 

renewable energy 

projects. 

 

He is chairman of West Solent Solar Co-operative. 

He is a Quaker and this is core to his belief that 

substantial change is needed if we are to manage 

climate change. He gives frequent talks to groups 

far and wide on a more sustainable world. 

 

 

Tim Green has lived 

in Balcombe with his 

family since 2004. He 

is a professor of 

electrical power 

engineering at 

Imperial College 

London and co-

director of Imperial’s interdisciplinary energy 

institute, the Energy Futures Lab. His research 

work has focused on the integration of renewable 

energy into electricity grids. Tim is a fellow of the 

Royal Academy of Engineering. 

 

 

 

The Directors are supported by an active and 

committed team of volunteers and members who 

help run the Co-operative, which also benefits 

from widespread support within Balcombe and 

the wider community. 

REPOWERBalcombe also receives support from 

Energy4All (www.energy4all.co.uk/privacy-

policy) who provide administrative, financial and 

legal assistance to run and develop the Co-op.  

REPOWERBalcombe at the Balcombe Village Fete 

http://www.energy4all.co.uk/privacy-policy
http://www.energy4all.co.uk/privacy-policy
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Other matters relating to the 

directors 

Directors’ declaration 

REPOWERBalcombe and each of its Directors are 

responsible for the information in this share offer 

document and have taken all reasonable care to 

ensure that it contains sufficient information for 

potential investors to make a proper financial 

assessment. 

None of the Directors has any convictions in 

relation to fraudulent offences and none have 

been involved in any bankruptcies, receiverships 

or insolvent liquidations, or received any public 

recrimination or sanction by a statutory or 

regulatory authority or designated professional 

body, or been disqualified from any function by 

any court. 

Investment in the Co-operative by those 

connected with the share offer 

Directors, their partners and their children have 

invested in shares in REPOWERBalcombe, on the 

same terms as other members of the Co-

operative. 

The Directors  

The Directors of REPOWERBalcombe are 

currently unpaid for their work; they are acting as 

Directors because they are committed to the 

success of this business, the ethos it represents, 

the ability of a community to make a difference 

by their own actions and the financial, 

environmental, educational and community 

returns the business delivers. There are no 

pension schemes or share option schemes and, 

except for the reimbursement of properly 

incurred expenses, there are no other benefits for 

the directors. 

Board practices 

Directors serve in accordance with the Rules of 

the Co-operative. There are no service contracts 

for them.  

At each annual general meeting one third of the 

Board will retire although may be re-elected. Co-

operatives are democratic organisations and the 

Board is appointed by the Co-operative’s 

members on the basis that each member has one 

vote, regardless of the number of shares held. 
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Information about REPOWERBalcombe 

The Co-operative 
REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-operative Limited is a 

Co-operative registered with the Financial 

Conduct Authority under the Industrial and 

Provident Societies Act 1965 on 17th December 

2013 with number 32268 R. Its registered office 

is: REPOWERBalcombe1 Co-operative Limited, 

Unit 26 Trinity Enterprise Centre, Furness 

Business Park. Barrow-in-Furness, Cumbria LA14 

2PN. 

The business of the Co-operative 
Our goal is to produce community-owned locally-

generated renewable energy. We were 

established in 2013 and have to date held three 

share issues raising £192,114 to install a total of 

164.05kWp solar PV installation at six sites.  

 

REPOWERBalcombe members in front of our installation at 
Balcombe School 

 

You can find out more about us on our website: 

www.repowerbalcombe.com 

Community Benefit 
REPOWERBalcombe have generated over 

£60,000 of community funds since established 

and projects funded include 

• LED lighting at Imberhorne School, 

Crawley Down School and West Hoathly 

School. 

• Battery Storage at Turners Hill school. 

• A 20kWp Solar PV system at Holy Trinity 

School, Cuckfield. 

• LED lighting at the Balcombe social club 

and Bramble Hall 

• Providing new energy efficient Fridge and 

Freezer to the Community Fridge project 

in Forest Row.  

Administration and management 
REPOWERBalcombe has a contract with 

Energy4All to manage the day-to-day 

administration of the Co-operative, for example 

paying our members annual share interest. 
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What is a co-operative? 
REPOWERBalcombe is a co-operative formed 

under the Industrial and Provident Society Act 

1965. It is a company, with limited liability and has 

a board of directors appointed by members. 

The main differences with a company are that a 

co-operative is a democratic organisation, with 

each member having one vote regardless of their 

shareholding; it is an ethical organisation and a 

social enterprise not a profit maximising 

organisation: it seeks to pay a fair return to 

members on capital invested, and a sufficient 

return to attract and retain that capital, but is also 

motivated by broader community objectives and 

the values of the co-operative movement. For this 

reason, returns will be capped at 5% so all 

remaining income will be allocated for developing 

further renewable energy and energy saving 

projects and for community benefit activities. 

The maximum that can be invested in the co-

operative is a maximum holding of £100,000.  

When raising funds, co-operatives are exempt 

from regulation under the Financial Services and 

Markets Act as long as the share are not 

transferable, which enables share offers to the 

community to be undertaken at a much lower 

cost and with much less regulation than is the 

case with a PLC. 

Adoption of co-operative 
principles 
As a co-operative REPOWERBalcombe will, whilst 

trading as a profitable commercial organisation, 

strive to promote co-operative values of self-help 

and self-responsibility, democracy and equality, 

honesty and openness, social responsibility, 

autonomy and independence, member economic 

participation, opportunities for education, 

concern for community and the environment, 

and co-operation among co-operatives. 

Major shareholders and further 

information about existing 

members 

REPOWERBalcombe currently has 93 

shareholders owning 155,126 shares between 

them.  However, REPOWERBalcombe does not 

have “major shareholders” since each Member 

has one vote regardless of the size of their 

shareholding ensuring that no individual, 

organisation or groups of individuals or 

organisations will have control of the Co-

operative. 
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Material contracts and legal 

proceedings 

There have been no governmental, legal or 

arbitration proceedings relating to the Co-

operative or its projects and none are pending or 

threatened. 

The following contract has been signed:  Contract 

with G.W. Bridges & G. Bridges entitling the Co-

operative to install, maintain and operate solar PV 

panels on the roofs at Bridges Yard for 20 years. 

Taxation 

Interest payments made to REPOWERBalcombe 

members will be subject to United Kingdom 

taxation.  Under current legislation (i) interest 

payable to members is paid gross, without 

deduction of tax; and (ii) the first £1,000 in 

aggregate of interest from all sources received by 

Members who pay basic rate income tax is tax 

free. Members who pay income tax at 40% 

receive a tax-free allowance of £500. 

Transferability, withdrawal, 

investing for children, and gifting 

your shares in your will 

As a long-term investment, parents and 

grandparents can invest in the Co-operative now 

for their children and grandchildren; or can invest 

on their own behalf now with a view to giving 

their investment to their children and 

grandchildren in their wills. Shares can be 

inherited in accordance with instructions in your 

will. Investors can invest on behalf of children and 

grandchildren as their nominee. 

Other than on the death of the holder, Shares 

may not be transferred and will not be tradable 

on any stock exchange. REPOWERBalcombe 

members do not have the right to withdraw their 

share capital but the board has the power to 

permit its Shares to be withdrawn by agreement 

between the board and the member in 

accordance with any procedures and other 

conditions the board may announce. In addition, 

the Board may redeem part of the share capital in 

which case it will redeem the same proportion of 

every member’s shareholding at £1 per Share. 

The Rules 

REPOWERBalcombe is a Co-operative owned by 

its members. Members elect Directors and each 

member has one vote in a members’ meeting 

regardless of the number of Shares held. 

Members are protected by limited liability and 

are only obliged to contribute the initial cost of 

their shares. 

As an Industrial and Provident Society, 

REPOWERBalcombe is governed by Rules which 

are approved by and registered with the Financial 

Conduct Authority. A copy of the Rules is available 

on the Co-operative’s web site at 

www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents.

http://www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents
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Financial Information  

Income 
As with our six existing installations, the Co-

operative’s income from the new Solar PV 

systems described in this Share Offer will come 

from the sale of electricity, maintenance charges 

and the Feed-in tariff (that is a payment made by 

the electricity industry to a generator which 

generates renewable electricity such as from 

solar panels). The Bridges installations have been 

registered with Ofgem, meaning that we expect 

to receive the Feed-in tariff rates as they were in 

March 2019 (£0.0403 per kWh). This rate is 

increased on 1st April in each year by the rate of 

inflation in the previous calendar year.  

Bridges will pay us £0.10 per kWh for the 

electricity produced by the solar panels and 

consumed on-site.   

The Co-operative's total income is drawn from a 

total of seven Solar PV installations and your 

investment is in the Co-operative as a whole.  

Solar PV panels generate most electricity, and 

therefore income, in the summer. The output of 

Solar PV panels gradually reduces over time, and 

this effect is reflected prudently in the Co-

operative’s projected income. 

Any electricity not consumed on site is sold to the 

national grid at a rate fixed over 20 years 

(currently £0.055 per kWh - rising with inflation).   

Expenses 
Expenses represent the cost of administering the 

Co-operative (such as preparing accounts, 

insurance and shareholder communications); 

monitoring, maintaining and repairing the panels; 

the cost of Inverter replacement; and 

depreciation. The Inverters are the only part of 

Solar Panel systems that are likely to need 

replacing and each is budgeted to be replaced 

once. The Co-operative is seeking to minimise its 

operating costs to the lowest reasonably 

practicable level. Currently, the Directors are not 

paid and the Co-operative will seek further 

volunteers to support its work. The Co-operative’s 

business is very straightforward and involves few 

transactions and very reliable equipment. 

The day to day running of the Co-operative is 

contracted to Energy4All.  

Interest 
Investors in the Co-operative will receive a fair 

return on their investment, intended to be 

sufficient to obtain and retain enough capital for 

the Co-operative’s business requirements. The 

Co-operative will not pay dividends but will pay 

interest annually in arrears on the balance of each 

member’s shareholding. The interest is paid gross 

and not subject to a retained income tax credit. 

Interest is anticipated to be and is capped at 5% 

per annum on the sum invested in the first full 

calendar year. No interest is payable in respect of 

the calendar year of investment. 

The interest payments you receive will be 

supported by the financial performance of the 

Co-operative as a whole – not just the 

performance of the solar installation that we are 

raising capital for in this Share Offer. All of our 

solar installations have been designed to create 

returns that should enable us to pay our 

anticipated rate of 5% per annum.  

The Co-operative generally holds its annual 

general meeting in April each year and distributes 

share interest shortly afterwards. The first 

payment of interest on the sum invested under 

this share offer is therefore anticipated to be 

made in June 2022 
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Taxation payable by the Co-

operative 
The Co-operative does not anticipate having any 

liability for tax as it should receive capital 

allowances on its capital expenditure on solar 

panels and because interest paid to members is 

tax deductible. The Co-operative is registered for 

VAT. 

Repaying the money, you invest 
The investment is in principle for 20 years. 

The Co-operative will aim to start repaying capital 

to Members investing in this share offer after 3 

years. We will target a 15% return of capital in 

year 3 and 5% return of capital in each of the 

subsequent years until all the capital is repaid. 

The return of capital is not guaranteed.    

We anticipate Members who wish to redeem 

their shares will be given priority, and any 

remaining shares will be redeemed in proportion 

to Members’ shareholdings. All redemptions will 

be at the par value of £1. 

The effect of returning capital is to increase the 

retained reserves and the community fund of the 

Co-operative, as well as to increase the security 

of the return for long term shareholders on the 

capital they have remaining in the business, to 

encourage them to retain capital in the business. 

In order to provide funds to enable other 

Members to withdraw if they wish, the Directors 

have confirmed that they will not seek early 

withdrawal of their Shares; additionally, the Co-

operative will consider borrowing and will also 

maintain a list of prospective members who wish 

to invest, or invest further, with those new funds 

being used to fund those withdrawing.  

Shares may only be withdrawn if the Board, in its 

absolute discretion, consents. Withdrawals are 

also subject to availability of funds and the Co-

operative’s Rules. Applications to withdraw 

shares will generally be dealt with on a “first come 

first served” basis. Interest will be generally paid 

in respect of the member’s shareholding at 31st 

December prior to the withdrawal of any shares 

on that date. 

Financial History and Projections 
Our 2019 annual accounts are available on 

our website at 

www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents.  

The table below shows the share interest 

payments the Co-operative has made to 

members since 2015. The financial projections for 

the Bridges systems indicate that share interest is 

anticipated to be 5% per annum on the sum 

invested in the first full calendar year. 

Financial Year Share Interest Paid to 

Members 

2015 2.08% 

2016 4.98% 

2017 3.70% 

2018 4.78% 

2019 5.00% 

  

http://www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents
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Assumptions 
The financial projections for the Bridges systems 

are based on the following principal assumptions: 

The known cost of installation. 

Inflation is 2%. 

Electricity output is in accordance with Joju 

Solar’s estimates. 

Inverters are expected to require replacing once 

in 20 years, and inverter prices are expected to 

fall in real terms by 50% over 10 years resulting 

from improvements in manufacturing 

technology. The remaining equipment has 

minimal moving parts and is considered to be 

highly reliable. 

No account has been taken of the impact of the 

Coronavirus pandemic, associated restrictions 

and other effects on the Co-operative’s income or 

costs. 

Expenses of the share offer  
The expenses of the Share Offer have been built 

into the financial modelling for the Bridges site. 

Borrowing 
The Co-operative does not intend to have any 

long-term borrowings but may borrow 

comparatively modest sums (as a proportion of 

its capital) on a short to mid-term basis for 

business purposes such as 

a) Funding any VAT due, pending its 
repayment; 

b) Completing a new installation if 
funds raised are insufficient; 

c) Repairs and replacements above 
budgeted amounts and 

d) Enabling share capital to be 
withdrawn. 
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How to Invest  

An application form with details of how to invest is attached at the end of this share offer document.  

The maximum investment amount is £5,000. You may not receive the full amount of Shares for which you 

apply. The aim of the Share Offer is to welcome new Members to the Co-operative, therefore if the Share 

Offer is oversubscribed then the board may decide to reduce this maximum amount. This decision will be 

solely at the discretion of the board.  

Investors must be at least 16 years old. A member may hold shares on behalf of somebody who is under 16 

but those shares shall be treated as belonging to the member until they are transferred following the child's 

16th birthday. 

Other co-operatives and corporate bodies that support the objectives of the society may purchase shares 

through this offer.   

Investors must support the objectives of the Co-operative. If you invest you agree to membership of the Co-

operative and to be bound by its Rules. Please read the Rules before investing. 

Documentation relating to the Co-operative (latest Accounts and the Rules) can be found at 

www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents. 

Do contact us if you have any questions about your investment on  info@repowerbalcome.com

http://www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents
mailto:info@repowerbalcome.com
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Glossary 

Board  

The Board of REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-operative 

Limited. 

The Co-operative/Co-op 

REPOWERBalcombe – REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-

operative Ltd, registered office: Unit 26, Trinity 

Enterprise Centre, Furness Business Park, Barrow-

in-Furness, Cumbria, BA1 7RZ. Registered 

Industrial and Provident Society number 32268 R. 

Directors 

The Directors of REPOWERBalcombe. 

Feed-in tariff  

The government-regulated inflation-linked price 

payable to producers of qualifying renewable 

electricity for 20 years. 

Hosts/Host Building 

An organisation or building which has agreed for 

a Solar Panel system to be installed by the Co-

operative on the roof of its building(s) 

Inverter 

An electrical device that converts direct current 

electricity produced by Solar Panels to the 

alternating current electricity that can be used by 

common electrical devices in building or can be 

exported to the public electricity network 

Offer or Share Offer 

The offer of shares in REPOWERBalcombe 

contained in this Offer Document. 

Offer Costs 

The expenses incurred by or on behalf of 

REPOWERBalcombe in issuing this Offer 

Document. 

Offer Document or Share Offer 

Document 

This document inviting persons to subscribe for 

the shares. 

Offer Period 

The period during which the offer will remain 

open (including any extension). 

Offer Shares or Shares 

New shares of £1 in REPOWERBalcombe, offered 

at £1 each on the terms and conditions under this 

offer document. 

Rules  

The Rules of REPOWERBalcombe, a copy of which 

is available from the Co-operative and at 

www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents. 

Solar Panel 
 
A crystalline silicon panel which converts sunlight 
into electricity 

 

Solar Photovoltaic, Solar PV or 
Solar Panel system 
 
An electrically connected system of Solar Panels, 
Inverters and associated equipment which 
converts sunlight into electricity which can be 
used in the Host Building or exported to the 
public electricity grid. 

http://www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents
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Terms and Conditions of the Offer

Eligibility 
This share offer is open to individuals over 16 

years of age and to organisations who support the 

objects of the Co-operative. Investments can be 

made by a nominee on behalf of children under 

16. 

Minimum and maximum holdings 
Shares cost £1 each. The minimum number of 

shares which can be applied for is 250 and the 

maximum investment is £5,000.  

Application procedure 
Read the accompanying share offer document, 

paying special attention to the Risk Factors set out 

on pages 8-10 of the offer document. 

Consider whether you need to take financial 

advice or other advice in relation to the terms and 

conditions of this share offer. 

Read the Rules of the Co-operative set out at 

www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents. If you 

receive Offer Shares you agree to automatic 

membership of REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-

operative Ltd and to be bound by its Rules 

Shares must be applied for using a completed 

and signed Application Form or by completing an 

online application at 

www.repowerbalcombe.com/share-offer-

application/. 

Attach your cheque as described below under 

“payment” and send the completed form to 

REPOWERBalcombe at the company registered 

address. 

By delivering an application form you offer to 

subscribe, on the Terms and Conditions 

contained in this offer document, for the number 

of shares specified, or such lesser number as may 

be accepted by the Co-operative. 

Once an application has been made it cannot be 

withdrawn. 

Under/Over-subscription 
Because the new systems are already funded and 

installed then if a sum less than £21,395 is raised 

REPOWERBalcombe1 will use the money raised 

to repay the community fund before returning 

any capital to the Member who has requested to 

withdraw their Shares.  

The number of shares you apply for will not 

necessarily be the number of shares you will 

receive. The maximum investment amount is 

£5,000 but if the Share Offer is oversubscribed 

then the board may decide to reduce this 

maximum amount. This decision will be solely at 

the discretion of the board and the Board reserve 

the right to determine how to allot shares. 

Governing law 
The Terms and Conditions of the share offer are 

subject to English law. 

Money laundering 
Under money laundering regulations, you may be 

required to produce satisfactory evidence of your 

identity and it is a condition of this share offer 

that you do so if requested. 

Payment 
Please attach a cheque drawn on a UK bank or 

building society, for the exact amount shown in 

the box under ‘Amount to invest’.  

http://www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents
https://www.repowerbalcombe.com/share-offer-application/
https://www.repowerbalcombe.com/share-offer-application/
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Share Offer Application Form  

PLEASE USE CAPITALS AND BLACK INK  

I wish/my organisation wishes to invest a total amount of £   in REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-
operative Limited on the Terms and Conditions of the Offer Document dated 11 November 2020 at the 
price of £1.00 per Share (You must invest at least £250 but not more than £5,000).

 

Applicant details 
Title: Forenames:             Surname: 

Or Organisation Name: Company Registration Number:  

Name of authorised signatory signing below:  

Address:  

Town:     County:  

Postcode:  Date of Birth: 

Email:   

Telephone:       Mobile: 

If Applicant is nominee for a child  

Child’s name: Child’s date of birth:  

Child’s address (if different from above):  

Post code:  

 

Payment Details 
I have paid by bank electronic transfer/BACS to ‘REPOWERBalcombe 1 Co-operative Ltd’ 
Please pay to Bank: Handelsbanken, Sort Code: 40-51-62  Account Number: 14617652 

Please use your surname & date of birth as the reference when making an all-electronic payment  

I enclose a cheque or banker’s draft crossed A/c Payee to the value indicated above, payable to 
‘REPOWERBalcombe  1 Co-operative Ltd’  
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I have read the Share Offer Document and understand the risks. I understand that the cheque supporting 
this application will be presented for payment following receipt and I warrant that it will be paid on first 
presentation (if paying by cheque). 

Signature Date:  

(as applicable also on behalf of the Applicant organisation)

 

Annual Share Interest Payments 
Repower Balcombe will pay share interest due on shares by electronic transfer via BACS. To receive your 
share interest please provide the following details: 

Account Number: Sort Code:       

Name on account:

 

Data Protection 
The personal information you submit through this form will be processed by Repower Balcombe securely, 
in line with data protection laws and our privacy notice which can be read at 
www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents/ 

 

Energy4All – our partner in developing this project and other community energy projects in the 
UK  

Energy4All is uniquely owned by the community energy societies it assists.  So that it can improve future 
share offers, Energy4All would be grateful to understand how you first heard of this Share Offer:  The 
information you provide will be shared with Energy4All in aggregated form only and with no personal 
identifiers. 
REPOWERBalcombe  Energy4All 

Friend / Family Member  Local Press 

Other    (please specify):________________________

 

Further Information from Repower Balcombe 

Repower Balcombe would like to send you its Newsletter and other relevant information. We will never 
share your information with third parties for their own marketing without your consent. You can stop 
receiving our information at any time by simply emailing info@repowerbalcombe.com. 
 

If you do not want to receive further information from Repower Balcombe please tick this box:   
 

Opt-in to Energy4All 
 
If you would like Repower Balcombe to share your contact details with Energy4All in order to receive 
information from them about its work, investment opportunities, projects and Energy4All’s Newsletter, 

please tick this box:    

 

https://www.repowerbalcombe.com/documents/
mailto:info@repowerbalcombe.com
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You can stop receiving marketing from Energy4All at any time by emailing info@energy4all.co.uk 
Your personal information will be processed securely, strictly in line with data protection laws and in line 
with Energy4All’s Privacy Notice which can be read here www.energy4all.co.uk/privacy-policy 
 

Please scan and email your completed application to info@energy4all.co.uk or post to REPOWERBalcombe 
1 Co-operative Limited, Unit 26, Trinity Enterprise Centre, Furness Business Park, Barrow in Furness, 
Cumbria, LA14 2PN. 

 

Installation at Crawley Down School 

Office Use Only 
URN: 
BATCH: 
INITIAL :   

mailto:info@energy4all.co.uk
http://www.energy4all.co.uk/privacy-policy

